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The Topic

• Adults’ perception of children’s speech: Why do we 

care about this?  

– Don’t most people care more about the opposite?

• 1. Much of what we know (or think we know) about 

children’s speech comes from studies using adults’ 

perceptual judgments, yet there has never been a 

rigorous assessment of how well adults can perceive 

and denote phonetic detail in children’s speech



The Topic

• 2. The ability to perceive fine phonetic detail 

in children’s production is of great importance 

in the field of speech-language pathology.  

Can we devise a task that makes this 

especially easy?  Does this task show effects of 

clinical experience?  



The Topic

• 3. The question of bias is central in studies of 

speech perception.  People have myriad biases 

about children’s speech.  This topic is an 

opportunity to study why and when bias 

occurs in speech perception.



The structure of the talk

• Study 1: Can we measure adults’ perception of fine 

phonetic detail in children’s speech using a non-

categorical perception task?  

• Study 2: Is individuals’ ability to use this measure 

affected by their clinical experience?

• Study 3: Are continuous measures of children’s speech 

accuracy less susceptible to bias than categorical ones?  



Study 1

In which we develop a continuous measure to assess 

children’s speech



What Phonetic Transcription Shows

• Phonetic transcription: finite number of categories to select 
from.

• When using phonetic transcription, the appearance of 
continuous acquisition can result from
– Inconsistency in the transcribed category within talkers within 

items

– Inconsistently in the transcription within talkers within items

– Consistency in the transcribed category within talkers across 
items

– Consistency in the transcription within talkers across items

• But not continuous differentiation of articulatory gestures 
(Edwards, Gibbon, & Fourakis, 1997)



Continuous Acquisition

• Acquisition of 

phonemes can involve 

the continuous 

differentiation of two 

phonemes from an 

initial merged 

articulation (Li, 2012)



What we need: a continuous measure

• Acoustic measures are/can be continuous

• Perceptual measures can be, too

• Continuous measures are used in the 

assessment of all kinds of speech and voice 

characteristics:

– Nasality

– Voice Quality

– Intelligibility



Desirable criteria

• 1. Elicits a continuous response when the stimuli vary 
continuously. 

• 2. Elicits a reliable response

• 3. Responses correlate with articulatory and/or 
acoustic measures that differentiate the endpoints in 
the adult productions.  

• 4. Measures are easy to make in clinical and/or 
observational studies.  

• 5. Can be used cross-linguistically 

• 6. What else am I missing?  I made these up off the top 
of my head.  They are no magic gold standards.



Some candidates

• 1. Response times in a categorization task

• Categorization followed by a measure of 

category goodness using…

– 2a. Likert scale

– 2b. Direct magnitude estimation

– 2c. Visual analog scale

• 3. Unimodal Visual Analog Scale of category 

membership



Visual Analog Scale

• Munson and Urberg Carlson (2015): the ‘winner’ is visual 
analog scaling (VAS, used at least as early as  Massaro & 
Cohen, 1983).

the                                                                                         the
“s”                                                                                       “sh”
sound sound

participant responds by clicking appropriately on arrow



Visual Analog Scale

• Impressively well 

correlated with acoustic 

measures.



Visual Analog Scale

• Elicits a continuous 

response, albeit one 

with an odd shape

• Has the highest 

reliability of any of our 

measures

– Median ρ=0.62



Likert Scale Judgments

• Likert scale judgments 

of category goodness 

were (shall we say) less 

impressively correlated 

with the primary 

acoustic cue.



Study 2

In which we develop a continuous rating scale for 

the judgment of children’s speech production, and 

show that clinical experience affects individuals’ use 

of this scale



Experience and Perception of Phonetic 

Detail

• How will experienced 
listeners fare?

• Our predictions are inspired 
by Clayards et al., who 
conducted an experiment 
examining listeners’ 
perception of VOT 
contrasts.

• Clayards used two 
distributions of VOTs in a 
training set.  Each was 
associated with a predicted 
identification function.  



Experience and Perception of Phonetic 

Detail
• Surely enough, 

people trained in the 
two conditions 
responded differently 
to the continuum in 
an identification task.

• They didn’t follow 
predictions perfectly, 
but they trended in 
the right direction 
(and they differed 
significantly at the 
group level)



Experience and Perception of Phonetic 

Detail

• Children’s speech is 

more variable than 

adults, with acoustic 

overlap between 

categories that are very 

distinct in adults’ 

speech.



Experience and Perception of Phonetic 

Detail

• People who are exposed to a great deal of 

children’s speech should behave more like 

Clayards et al.’s “continuous” listeners than 

their “categorical” ones.

• Speech-language pathologists are exposed to 

a great deal of highly variable speech



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

• Listeners: 20 clinical speech-language 

pathologists (SLPs), 20 members of the 

University of Minnesota community

– Participants in both groups reported the amount 

of time a week that they spend with children; the 

SLP group reported spending more time with 

children



Experience and Perception of Phonetic 

Detail

• Munson, Johnson, and Edwards (2012) 

examined the effect of clinical experience in 

speech-language pathology on the perception 

of children’s speech

• Why would we predict differences between 

these two groups?  Perhaps they are related 

simply to exposure to children’s speech



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

• Stimuli: natural productions of 2- to 5-year-old 
children’s attempts at producing /t/, /k/, /d/, /g/, /s/ 
and /T/-initial words, taken from the παιδολογος
project (Edwards and Beckman, 2008)

– http://ling.ohio-state.edu/~jedwards

• CV sequences were excised to remove any lexical 
support

• Included tokens that had been transcribed by 
experienced phoneticians as accurate (e.g., [s] for /s/), 
substitutions (e.g., [t] for /k/) or intermediate (e.g., 
something between /d/ and /g/)



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

• VAS was used to elicit 

responses

• Blocked by contrast 

type

• Each block took ~7-10 

minutes



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

Not-related-the-hypothesis finding 1: Experienced listeners have superior 

intra-rater reliability

/s/-/T//t/-/k//d/-/g/



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

Not-related-to-the-hypothesis finding 3: Listeners’ ratings differentiated 

between correct productions and substitutions; this tendency was greatest in 

the experienced listeners

/s/-/T//t/-/k//d/-/g/



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

• Experienced listeners’ judgments were more 

strongly correlated with the acoustic 

characteristics than were inexperienced 

listeners’

• The biggest difference was for /d/-/g/; the 

smallest was for /s/-/T/



Experience and Perception of Phonetic Detail

• Experienced speech-language pathologists’ 

VAS ratings are more reliable, more closely 

correlated with acoustics, and are more 

symmetric than laypeople’s.  They are also 

more categorical.  

• What is the mechanism?  

– If it is exposure, then we should see changes in perception 

as people gain experience perceiving children’s speech, as 

in clinical training in speech-language pathology.  We 

should also see effects in the opposite-than-predicted 

direction



Study 3

In which we try to figure out why some people are 

more categorical than others, and discover that VAS 

has an additional benefit we didn’t realize



Degree of Categoricity

Data from Munson & Urberg-Carlson (2015) using an “s”-”sh” VAS



Maddeningly Hard to Measure

• Traditional measures of 

categoricity (like Probit 

analyses) don’t work, as 

the continua vary in 

multiple acoustic 

dimensions

• This is going to require 

some creativity with 

measurement.

From Munson, Jefferson, & McDonald, 2006



Attention to continuous vs categorical 

detail

• Can we change the 

categoricity of 

someone’s VAS 

responses by 

constructing an 

experiment that draws 

attention either to 

categorical detail or to 

continuous variation?



Drawing Attention

• The general design: interleave VAS ratings of 

children’s /s/ and /θ/ productions on a “s” to 

“th” scale with judgments of a continuous 

variable (gender typicality) or a categorical 

variable (what vowel the child produced). 



Perception of Children’s Speech 

can be Socially Biased

Proportion of ‘yes’ responses to the question ‘Is this an /s/’ in 
Experiments 1 (left), 2 (middle), and 3 (right), plotted separately for 
the ‘really like’ carrier phrase (black bars) and the ‘weawwy yike’ 
carrier phrase (grey bars).



Experiment Design

• Two blocks: one randomly 
interleaved /s/-/θ/ ratings 
with gender judgments, one 
randomly interleaved it with 
vowel judgments.  
– Order of the blocks 

randomized.  

– Listeners never knew what 
ratings they were making 
until the stimulus was done 
playing

– Each block had 200 stimuli, 
the same as in Schellinger et 
al. (2015)

The “ee” sound
The “ey” sound
The “ah” sound
The “oh” sound
The “oo” sound



Schematic View of the Experiment

s-θ judgment
Gender Judgment
Gender Judgment
s-θ judgment
s-θ judgment
Gender judgment
s-θ judgment
Gender judgment

Vowel Judgment
s-θ judgment
s-θ judgment 
Vowel  Judgment
s-θ judgment
s-θ judgment
Vowel judgment
Vowel judgment

Order of  judgments

randomized within blocks.

Listeners did not know what

judgment they would give until

after the sound finished playing

Order of  the blocks

randomized across listeners

Gender Block Vowel Block

s-θ judgments

were compared

across blocks



Analysis 1: Distributions

• Density Mixture 

Modeling in mclust

• Did the conditions 

differ in the shape of 

the response 

distributions?

• No



Analysis 2: Differentiation

• Did the conditions 

differ in how many 

transcription 

categories they 

differentiated 

among?

• No



Analysis 3: Acoustics

• Did the conditions differ in how strongly the responses 
were affected by the relevant acoustic characteristics of the 
fricatives (m1, m2, intensity relative to the following 
vowel)?

• No

Estimate  Std.Error   df   t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)           4.164e-01  2.032e-02  21    20.490 <0.00001 ***

M1, middle 40 ms     -6.865e-02  6.207e-03  26   -11.060 <0.00001 ***

M2, middle 40 ms      2.849e-02  4.757e-03  21     5.991 <0.00001 ***

F2 at vowel onset    -7.669e-03  4.244e-03  21    -1.807  0.085   .  

F0 at vowel midpoint -2.156e-02  4.073e-03  23    -5.294 <0.00001 ***

Duration              3.383e-02  3.965e-03  40.7   8.532 <0.00001 ***

Relative Intensity   -1.084e-01  9.963e-03  22   -10.877 <0.00001 ***



Interim Conclusion

• VAS ratings are impervious to whether they 

are paired with a task that asks people to rate 

gender or one that asks them to rate the 

vowel that they heard.  



Is it VAS or the Experiment?

• Is VAS impervious to bias, or does this 

particular experimental manipulation simply 

not bias responses?



Redo the Experiment

• We redid the experiment with a new set of 

listeners.  It was identical in all ways except 

one: listeners made a binary response of 

whether they heard “s” or “th” rather than a 

VAS judgment.

• Binary judgments in both conditions 

differentiated among all six transcription 

categories



Logit Mixed-Effects Model: Acoustics

• The two conditions differed in the weighting 

that listeners gave to the stimuli

Estimate  Std.Error z value Pr(>|z|      

(Intercept)               0.451709 0.104600  -4.318 <0.0001 ***

M1, Middle 40 ms         -0.985314 0.053929 -18.270 <0.0001 ***

M2, Middle 40 ms          0.598601 0.046904  12.762 <0.0001 ***

F2 at vowel onset        -0.150684 0.038941  -3.870  0.0001 ***

F0 at vowel midpoint     -0.340250 0.040636  -8.373 <0.0001 ***

Duration                  0.373812 0.045587   8.200 <0.0001 ***

Relative Intensity       -1.312905 0.063463 -20.688 <0.0001 ***

M1 by Condition           0.142988 0.048544   2.946  0.0032 ** 

Midpoint F0 by Condition  0.093393 0.040295   2.318  0.0204 *  



Logit Mixed-Effects Model: Acoustics

• If you convert the data from Experiment 1 to 

binary responses and do the same analysis, 

the acoustics do not differ as a function of 

experiment.

Estimate Std.Error z-value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)        -0.67810 0.18076  -3.751  0.000176 ***

M1, middle 40 ms   -0.58186 0.06084  -9.564 <0.000001 ***

M2, Middle 40 ms    0.30108 0.05209   5.780 <0.000001 ***

F2 at Onset        -0.07477 0.04100  -1.824  0.068195 .  

F0 at Midpoint     -0.27981 0.04143  -6.754 <0.000001 ***

Duration            0.29393 0.04293   6.848 <0.000001 ***

Relative Intensity -1.14442 0.09497 -12.050 <0.000001 ***



Logit Mixed-Effects Model: Acoustics

• In the gender condition, listeners weighted m1 

more strongly than they weighted it in the 

vowel condition

• In the gender condition, listeners attended to 

f0 when making judgments; in the vowel 

condition, they did not



Conclusion

• VAS ratings are more stable than binary 

ratings to the bias introduced by mixing 

listener ratings with ratings of continuous or 

categorical responses.  

• Bias is introduced at the decision stage, not in 

the encoding stage



Future Work

• Look at other, ways of biasing responses:

– Long- versus short-lag responses (as in Babel & 

Johnson, 2010)

– Priming a bimodal or unimodal distribution (as in 

Clayards et al., 2008)

• Re-analyzing these data to determine whether the 

condition effects are really just response-latency 

effects.
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